Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) in mammalian cells is driven by resilient machinery that includes >70 16 endocytic accessory proteins (EAP). Accordingly, perturbation of individual EAPs often results in minor 17 effects on biochemical measurements of CME, thus providing inconclusive/misleading information 18 regarding EAP function. Live-cell imaging can detect earlier roles of EAPs preceding cargo internalization; 19 however, this approach has been limited because unambiguously distinguishing abortive-clathrin coats 20 (ACs) from bona fide clathrin-coated pits (CCPs) is required but unaccomplished. Here, we develop a 21 thermodynamics-inspired method, "disassembly asymmetry score classification (DASC)", that 22 unambiguously separates ACs from CCPs without an additional marker. After extensive verification, we use 23 DASC-resolved ACs and CCPs to quantify CME progression in 11 EAP knockdown conditions. We show 24 that DASC is a sensitive detector of phenotypic variation in CCP dynamics that is orthogonal to the 25 variation in biochemical measurements of CME. Thus, DASC is an essential tool for uncovering the 26 function of individual EAPs. 27 longest average lifetimes, most likely representing productive CCPs, also contained a large fraction of very 59 short-lived CCPs, which is structurally nonsensical. Later, as a result of improvements in the sensitivity of 60 detection and tracking, eGFP-CLCa-labeled CSs were classified by imposing both lifetime and intensity 61 thresholds (10, 17). Besides the subjectivity in setting these critical values, we demonstrate in this work that 62 neither lifetime nor intensity are sufficient to classify CSs. More recently, Hong et al. (18) removed some 63 subjectivity by training a Support Vector Machine (SVM)-based classifier of "false" vs "authentic" CCPs; 64
Introduction 28
Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) is the major pathway for cellular uptake of macro-molecular cargo 29 (1). It is accomplished by concentrating cell surface receptors into specialized 100-200 nm wide patches at 30 the plasma membrane created by a scaffold of assembled clathrin triskelia (2). The initiation and quantifies the dissipation rate of thermal energy when a system of interest is driven far away from 120 equilibrium, as is the case during the formation of a macro-molecular assembly such as a CCP. This 121 quantity is obtained by computing the difference between forward and reverse reaction rates. We therefore 122 assigned clathrin assembly and disassembly as forward and reverse reactions in order to derive an EP-based 123 metric of the progression of CS formation. 124 We first expressed each trace as a chain of transitions among integer intensities (or states) over time, for the 125 th trace, 126 ( ) ∶= ( , = 1 ) → ( , = 2 ) → ⋯ → ( , = ) (1).
127
In this example, , … ∈ [1, ]( . . ), where is the largest intensity recorded so that [1, ] 128 represents the entire pool of the intensity states. is the lifetime of this trace (see Materials and Methods for 129 details).
130
Next, after expressing all the traces as in eq. (1), we quantified for each transition between two intensity 131 states the conditional probabilities ( ⊝ | ) and ( | ⊝ ). Given state and its lower states ⊝ ∈ [1, − 132 1], ( ⊝ | ) denotes the probability of a decrease in intensity → ⊝ between time to + 1, and 133 ( | ⊝ ) denotes the probability for an increase in intensity ⊝ → (see Materials and Methods for details).
134
From these probabilities, we define a disassembly risk function ( ) for any given intensity-time state ( , ) 135 as:
where, between state and its lower states ⊝ at time , Term ① includes every transition of clathrin loss; 138 while Term ② includes every transition of clathrin gain. = ① − ② thus indicates the net risk for 139 disassembly at every intensity-time state. 140 We can use this function to project each trace into a space of disassembly risk (Fig. 1C ). The projected 141 trace ( Fig. S1C ) then predicts the disassembly risk for an individual trace of particular intensity at a specific 142 time. For example, ( ) in eq. (1) yields a corresponding series of disassembly risk (see Fig. S1C ), written 143 as:
144
[ ( ), ] = ( , = 1) → ( , = 2) → ⋯ → ( , = ) (3). 145 Hence, each intensity trace as in eq. (1) is translated into a series reflecting the risk of disassembly at each 146 time point. Most ( , ) values are either negative (low disassembly risk, i.e. loss < gain) or nearly zero 147 (moderate disassembly risk), see Fig. 1C , which we interpret as reflective of two phases of CCP growth and 148 maturation. distribute in the negative range.
167
A small portion of CSs possess abnormally high intensities when first detected, but quickly disappear.
168
Therefore, Term ① > Term ②, ( , ) > 0, and the disassembly risk for high intensity states at early time 169 points is high (green traces in Fig. 1C and Fig. S1C ). These atypical CSs frequently appear in regions of 170 high background, which can obscure early and late detections ( Fig. S1D ) and impair the ability to accurately 171 detect small intensity fluctuations. As interpreting the fates of these CSs is difficult, and because they are 172 rare, we refer to them as outlier traces (OTs).
173
To quantitatively distinguish the distributions of CCPs and ACs, we examined mean, variation and 174 skewness of the series. Considering the th series [ ( ), ], we first calculated its time average:
.
176
An AC is expected to have 1 ( ) < 0, whereas a CCP is expected to have 1 ( ) ≈ 0. Indeed, for a 177 population of N > 200,000 CSs tracked in HPV-RPE cells, the distribution of 1 values is bimodal (Fig. 178 1D), allowing the distinction of ACs and CCPs.
179
We additionally computed:
which reflects the lifetime-normalized difference between the maximum and minimum value of a series.
182
For example, the -series of the CCP trace in traces of ACs are dominated by the early growth phase with continuously changing, they are expected to 186 have a significantly greater 2 value than CCPs. Indeed, the distribution of this feature is also bimodal (Fig. 187 1E) and thus can strengthen the distinction between ACs and CCPs.
188
The series of OTs contain a few initial values that are much higher than those in the series associated 189 with either ACs or CCPs (Fig. S1C ). Therefore, such series can be identified via a modified skewness of :
is the standard deviation of the series.
192
Indeed, the distribution of 3 over series displays two tight populations with the 3 values of OTs easily 193 separable from the 3 values of ACs and CCPs (Fig. 1F ).
194
Using the three summary statistics ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) we project all CS traces into a feature space ( Fig. 2A 
DASC accurately identifies dynamically distinct CS subpopulations 201
The DASC-resolved subpopulations of CSs exhibit distinct but overlapping lifetimes and intensities (Fig. 202 2B, C grey zone), confirming the inability of these conventional metrics to distinguish ACs from CCPs. The 203 lifetimes of ACs (Fig. 2B , red) were predominantly short (<20s) and exhibited an exponential distribution 204 characteristic of coats that are exposed to an unregulated disassembly process. In contrast, CCP lifetimes 205 ( Fig. 2B , blue) exhibited a unimodal distribution with a highest probability lifetime of ~26s. In previous 206 work, we had shown that this distribution is best represented by a Rayleigh distribution that reflects the 207 kinetics of a three-to four-step maturation process (10, 16, 26) . Interestingly, although partially overlapping 208 with ACs, the intensity distribution of CCPs (Fig. 2C ) exhibits a sharp threshold in the minimum intensity,
209
indicative of the minimum number of clathrin triskelia required to form a complete clathrin basket (19, 20) .
210
The majority of OTs ( Fig. 2B , C, green) are highly transient and bright structures, reflective of the higher 211 backgrounds from which they emerge.
212
Despite their overlapping lifetimes and intensities, AC and CCP traces are well resolved by DASC as 213 represented in two-dimensional, normalized probability density maps ̅ ( 1 , 2 ) ( Fig. 2Di ), from here on traces show characteristic differences in their intensity evolution. CCP intensities rise to a clear maximum as 220 they assemble a complete clathrin coat ( Fig. 2Dii ), followed by a falling limb, which is associated with CCV 221 internalization and/or uncoating. In contrast, AC intensities are more random ( Fig. 2Diii ), suggesting that 222 these coats, trapped in the early growth phase, undergo continuous exchange of clathrin subunits without 223 significant net assembly. We occasionally observed rapidly fluctuating, high intensity CSs amongst the AC 224 traces. These likely correspond to previously identified 'visitors' (i.e. endosome-associated coats transiting 225 through the TIRF field), which make up ~10% of all detected CSs (10).
226
We next selected 10 CSs (indicated as white dots in Fig. 2Ei ) from the AC and CCP populations that fall 227 into the overlap region in the distributions of intensity maxima (gray zone, Fig. 2C ). Although the intensity 228 ranges are nearly identical, the selected CCP traces again display a rising and falling limb and lifetimes of 229 ~60s (Fig. 2Eii ). In sharp contrast, ACs fluctuate about the same intensity values ( Fig. 2Eiii ) and exhibit 230 much shorter lifetimes of ~10s. Together, these data demonstrate that DAS provides an unbiased metric to 231 discriminate between two completely distinct clathrin coat assembly and disassembly processes that, by 232 inference, are associated with abortive coats and bona fide CCPs. This has not been possible based on more 233 conventional features such as lifetime and intensity (10, 16-18, 20, 27) .
234
To further establish the robustness of the DASC, we acquired 24 movies from the same WT condition on 235 the same day and randomly separated them into pairs of 12 movies each. We then applied DASC to the 236 movies, and calculated percent contribution of bona fide CCPs, i.e. CCP% = CCP:(CCP+AC+OT) × 100%, 237 for each movie using the first 12 as the control set, the other 12 as the test set, and compared the two data 238 sets. The procedure was repeated 1000 times. Fig. 2F shows 5 example pairs, and Fig. 2G gives the p-value 239 distribution of the 1000 repeats. As expected, comparison by a Wilcoxon rank sum test yields p-values >0.5 240 for most pairs and scarcely <0.1, indicating no significant difference between movies from the same 241 condition. Thus, DASC is statistically robust and not overly sensitive to movie-to-movie variations in data 242 collected on the same day.
243
Validation through perturbation of established CCP initiation and stabilization pathways 244 We next tested the performance of DASC against conditions known to perturb early stages in CME. AP2 interactions in CCP stabilization. 255 We also observed an increase in CS initiation rate (CS init.) ( Fig. 3Ci Materials and Methods). As the CSs observed in the αAP2-PIP2cells were significantly dimmer than those 260 detected in WT cells (see Fig. S2 ), more initiation events would have been scored as 'invalid' in the 261 previous analysis due to flawed detections, especially at early stages of CCP assembly.
262
DASC analysis revealed multiple defects in early stages of CME in the αAP2(PIP2 -) cells compared to 263 αAP2(WT) cells. We detected a pronounced decrease in the efficiency of CCP stabilization, which was 264 calculated as the fraction of CCPs in all the valid traces (see Material and Methods). The CCP% decreased 265 from 32% (on average) in control cells to 22% in αAP2(PIP2 -) cells (Fig. 3Cii ). The lifetime distributions of 266 CCPs also shift to shorter lifetimes ( Fig. 3Ciii ), resulting in decreased median lifetimes (Table 1) in 267 αAP2(PIP2 -) cells compared to αAP2(WT) cells. This lifetime shift indicates that the mutation can also 268 cause instability in fully grown clathrin coats, as previously reported (17). In addition, the maximal intensity 269 of ACs, which is an indication of the growth of ACs before they are turned over, was reduced in 270 αAP2(PIP2 -) cells ( Fig. 3Civ , Table 1 ). These data suggest greater instability of nascent coats.
271
We next compared the kinetics and extent of recruitment of AP2 and clathrin to ACs and CCPs. For this we 272 applied two-color imaging and 'master-slave' analysis (10) 15s to 25s (26), we observed, as expected, that CCPs reach significantly higher average clathrin intensity 277 than ACs ( Fig. 3Di -ii). We also observed significantly higher levels of AP2 α subunit present at CCPs than 278 ACs. Moreover, as previously shown for statistically-defined abortive vs. productive pits (26), the initial 279 rates of recruitment to CSs of both clathrin and AP2, determined by the derivative of intensity, were much 280 greater for CCPs than ACs ( Fig. 3Ei -ii). Together these data corroborate the known stabilization function of 281 AP2 during CCP initiation (17, 31) , and serve to validate the ability of DASC to distinguish different 282 regimes of molecular regulation at early stages of CME.
283

Validation through curvature acquisition and CCP stabilization relation 284
Previous studies have suggested that curvature generation within nascent CCPs is a critical factor for their 285 maturation and that CCPs that fail to gain curvature are aborted (10, 16, 27, 32) . Therefore, we asked how 286 DASC-identified ACs and CCPs relate to the acquisition of CCP curvature (Fig. 3F ). To this end, we 287 applied DASC to traces acquired by near simultaneous epifluorescence (Epi)-TIRF microscopy (10, 26).
288
Because of the differential fluorescence excitation depths of TIRF-and epi-illumination fields, the ratio of curvature. Other cohorts supporting this CCP-curvature relation are presented in Fig. S3 . Together, these 296 data ( Fig. 3D , F) establish that DASC-identified ACs and CCPs are structurally and functionally distinct.
297
Differential effects of endocytic accessory proteins (EAPs) on CCP dynamics revealed by DASC 298
Equipped with DASC as a robust and validated tool to distinguish bona fide CCPs from ACs and to 299 quantitatively measure early stages of CME, we next probed the effects of siRNA KD of eleven EAPs 300 previously implicated in these stages (3, (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) . Our measurements allow us to segment the early dynamics 301 in CME into discrete stages ( Fig. 4A ), including stage 1: initiation, measured by CS initiation rate (CS init. 302 in min -1 μm -2 ), and stage 2: stabilization, quantified by CCP%, which is a measure of the efficiency of 303 nascent CCP stabilization (Fig. 4A TfReff, a bulk measurement of internalized TfRs as a percentage of their total surface levels, which is not 308 stage specific but reflects the overall process of CME (see Fig. 4A , Fig. S4 and Materials and Methods).
309
The KD effects of these EAPs are summarized in Table 1 with statistical significance. KD efficiency is EAPs, despite their differential and less interpretable effects on the efficiency of transferrin receptor uptake. reduction to a 2D space caused no substantial information loss from the original data. We then projected the 357 original variables or dimensions into the two-component PCA space (Fig. 5C ) and observed that ΔrCCP rate 358 was almost perpendicular to ΔrTfReff. This striking orthogonality indicates manipulations of early CME 359 stages have almost no effect on the bulk efficiency of CME. We conclude from this that defects in the CCP 360 initiation and stabilization steps are compensated through redundant mechanisms that replenish transferrin 361 receptor uptake. We supplemented the PCA with a correlation map (Fig. S5 ). Indeed, ΔrCCP rate among 362 other early variables shows little correlation to ΔrTfReff. These comparisons highlight the value of DASC 363 for increased sensitivity and greater phenotypic resolution over bulk biochemical measurements of cargo 364 uptake, which can often obscure effects of EAP KD due to the resilience of CME. during CME, the DASC framework is derived from first principles of thermodynamics describing entropy 377 production during the assembly of macromolecular structures. Therefore, our tool will be applicable to any 378 assembly process for which the addition and exchange of subunits can be traced.
379
Application of DASC to analyze the effects of knockdown of eleven early-acting endocytic accessory 380 proteins identified diverse and significant phenotypes in discrete stage(s) of CCP progression, orthogonal to 381 changes in conventionally used cargo uptake assays. Our findings establish the necessity of DASC for 382 mechanistically dissecting early stages in CME dynamics and to study the numerous, as yet functionally 383 undefined, endocytic accessory factors.
384
Characterization of the DASC-resolved AC and CCP subpopulations shows that ACs: i) have much lower 385 average intensities than CCPs, ii) have much shorter average lifetimes than CCPs, iii) exhibit unregulated properties have strong overlap between ACs and CCPs, preventing the use of any single or combined 393 feature set as a marker for AC vs CCP classification. DASC is the only tool so far that can serve the purpose 394 of stratifying individual CSs into these groups.
395
By applying this classification power to analyze early acting EAPs, we could assign their differential 396 functions to specific stages of CCV formation even when single isoforms were individually depleted and 397 bulk rates of cargo uptake were not or only mildly affected. Thus, DASC enables phenotypic assignment of 398 individual EAPs to discrete stages of CME, but also reveals the existence of compensatory mechanisms (10, 399 44) and/or molecular redundancy (1) able to restore or maintain efficient cargo uptake. The resilience of 400 CME to the effects of KD of individual components of the endocytic machinery is evident in the inability of 401 multiple genome-wide screens based on ligand internalization assays to detect EAPs (45-48). Previous 402 studies have shown that one compensatory mechanism triggered in cells expressing a truncated -subunit 403 lacking the EAP-binding appendage domain involves the isoform-specific activation of dynamin-1 (49).
404
Thus, DASC will be a critical tool for future studies aimed at identifying other possible compensatory 405 mechanisms able to restore transferrin receptor internalization. 406 We report a strong effect on the efficiency of TfR uptake in cells depleted of CALM and SNX9, whereas 407 others have reported only minor or no effects (6-9). These differences may reflect cell type specific 408 expression levels and/or activities of functionally redundant isoforms such as AP180 or SNX18 in the case 409 of CALM and SNX9, respectively (8). Moreover, while not relevant to the work cited above, transferrin 410 uptake assays that only measure the intracellularly accumulated ligand (e.g. TfRint) without taking into 411 consideration changes in levels of surface receptor, as is frequently the case for FACS-or fluorescence 412 microscopy-based assays, could miss or mis-interpret phenotypes (see Fig. S4 ). Importantly, the sensitivity 413 of DASC to changes in early stages of CCP initiation and stabilization, enables detection of phenotypes 414 even when single isoforms are depleted.
415
In summary, DASC classifies the previously unresolvable ACs and CCPs using data derived from single 416 channel live cell TIRF imaging, thus providing an accurate measure of progression of CME through its early 417 stages. This comprehensive and unbiased tool enables the determination of the distinct contributions of early 418 EAPs to clathrin recruitment and/or stabilization of nascent CCPs. The stage-specific analysis by DASC is 419 essential to characterize the functions of EAPs that were previously masked by detection limits and 420 incompleteness of current experimental approaches. Going forward, DASC will be essential to functionally 421 and comprehensively characterize the roles of the complete set of >70 EAPs in CME dynamics. values. The final presentation of pdf is therefore ( ) as the main curve with the confidence band defined 486 by ↓ ( ) and ↑ ( ).
487
Normalized two-dimensional distributions 488 DAS plots (e.g. Fig. 2D ), calculated as ̅ ( 1 , 2 ) = ( 1 , 2 )/max [ ( 1 , 2 )] represent the 2D probability 489 density normalized by maximum, where ( 1 , 2 ) is the probability density in 1 -2 space, binned by 490 ∆ 1 = 0.2 and ∆ 2 = 0.5. The normalized probability density projections of the data in the ( 1 , 2 3 ) 491 space in Fig. 2A is computed in the same way, adding bins of ∆ 3 = 0.5.
492
The DAS difference maps (e.g. Fig. 3B) show the difference between the normalized 2D densities of two 493 given conditions divided by their integrations (condition 1 as control),
495
Averaged intensity and ∆ time course 496 For a given cohort lifetime , the traces within lifetime range ± 5 are averaged using the cohort method 497 described in (10). The average values are presented as lines, and their error (standard deviation) as bands.
498
Using the microscopy setup illustrated in Fig. S3A , Epi and TIRF intensities over the lifetimes of each 499 cohort ( Fig. S3B-D) and errors of EPI and TIRF channels are obtained, i.e. ( ) ± ∆ ( ) and ( ) ± 500 ∆ ( ). Following the approach developed by Saffarian and Kirchhausen (50) , we then derived the distance 501 between the center of the CS (*) and the initial position of assembled clathrin (+) as the invagination depth 502 ∆ (Fig. S3A) . For each cohort we calculated ∆ ( )/ℎ = ′ ( ) ( )
, where the normalization factor is the 503 characteristic depth of the TIRF field, ℎ = 115 based on our TIRF setting, similar to (26). ′ ( ) defines 504 the Epi intensity trace adjusted to match the initial growth rate of clathrin measured in the TIRF intensity 505 trace.
506
and are different in linear range of intensity measurement, i.e. the same intensity signal may have 507 different readings from EPI and TIRF channel. To correct for this, ( ) is adjusted along following 508 protocol: 1) the data between the 2 nd and 10 th element in ( ) and ( ) are fitted by a 3 rd order polynomial 509 ( = 2 … 10 ) and ( = 2 … 10 ) respectively. Then the initial growth rate for both channels is and ( ) adjusted such that the growth rate of the corrected series ′ ( ) matches , i.e., ′ ( ) = 514 ( ) + 0 ( 1,and 0 is an additive correction factor (see below). The averaged invagination depth is 515 then extracted from the relation
519
Considering the approximation that ∆ ( = 2) ≈ 0, 0 is obtained by substituting eq. (S1) into eq. (S3), and 520 then replacing and at = 2 with the corresponding fitted values from and , 
524
The error of ∆ ( ) is obtained through error propagation for the two variables ( ) ± ∆ ( ) and ( ) ± 525 ∆ ( ) using Matlab's exchange file function PropError by Brad Ridder. Note that at early and late time 526 points, high background but weak foreground intensity prohibits accurate calculation of and hence ∆ 527 ( Fig. 3F and S3 ). We also detected too few ACs in the 40s cohort for robust analysis (Fig. S3 ). Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). Briefly, 6.5 µl of Lipofectamin RNAiMax and 5.5 µl of 20 µM siRNA were 546 added separately into 100 µl OptiMEM and incubated separately for 5 min at room temperature. SiRNA 547 were next mixed with lipofectamin RNAiMAX and incubated at room temperature for another 10 min 548 before being added dropwise to the cells with fresh medium. Measurements were performed at day 5 after 549 plating cells following two rounds of siRNA transfection (time gap = 24-48 hrs between transfections).
550
Western blotting confirmed that the knockdown efficiency for all proteins was over 80%. Control cells were 551 transfected in parallel with control siRNA (siCtrl) purchased from QIAGEN (Germantown, MD).
552
Transferrin receptor internalization assay 553 Internalization of transferrin receptor was quantified by in-cell ELISA following established protocol (39).
554
ARPE-19/HPV-16 cells were plated in 96 well plates (15,000 cells/well, Costar) and grown overnight.
555
Before assay, cells were starved in PBS4+ (1X PBS buffer with addition of 0.2% bovine serum albumin, 556 1mM CaCl2, 1mM MgCl2, and 5mM D-glucose) for 30min at 37ºC incubator with 5% CO2 and then 557 cooled down to 4ºC and supplied with 100μl 5μg/ml HTR-D65 (anti-TfR mAb) (51 
